
ETHICAL ACTION IN THE OF THE GITA 

Aloysius Michael 

'rt1e as we have t."lem, are the records of seers who 

to understand the problem of Man and the Universe. '!be Bhagavadgita 

takes over many of the ideas and thstes found in the but 

its purpose is not to build a logical, coherent system. Nevertheless, 

we cannot but note its predilection for ce..-tain themes. 1 

Dharm3., the opening '.-.Drd in the first chapter of the Gita strikes 

one of the !lOSt significant notes of the poem. It is uncharacteristic 

of R.C. Zaehner that 1-..e does not a:mrent on the first chapter and it is 

only in the introduction to the second chapter that he briefly touches 

upon the first. Its function, according to lies only in providing 

the Git:i with a proper setting. 2 But a careful textual analysis will 

lead us to the conclusion that the first and second chapters are of 

pari3It0unt importance. A considerable n1JI'CDer of scholars seem to assurre 

that the purpose of the verses in the first chapter is rrerely to set the 

stage and provide the proper props for the real drama to unfold. Hence 

do they open their a:mrentaries with the second chapter. To do so 

be to miss the very point of the first chapter and therefore of 

the second as well. 'lbese chapters present at the outset two 

distinct theses: Arjuna proposes one in the first chapter, and 

in the second instead of opposing it rrerely replaces it with another 

contraJ:y and all-canpelling. Hence, I am of the opinion that 

the Gitakara. does not use the first chapter rrerely as a fine frill. 
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The very first verse,which is carefully crafted, calls for cament 

and reflection: 

samavet.i yuyutsavab 
c 1 aiva kiril ak\irVata. Samjaya? 

Dhanna is the point of the whole poem and the field of dhrarma 

(dha.l:rra-ksetre) is identified with the field of the Kurus on which 

stand the annies of Kauravas and poised for battle. 'lbe 

reason for the identification of the field of dhanna with that of the 

Kurus lies in the fact that the !3hagavadgiti is only a part of the great 

epic, the MallAbharata. 

again is a significant to.erd and its ilJlx>rt is taken up and 

discussed at length mlch later (13:1-14:4). Pralqti is the field and 

knaoier of the field. When the Git.i touches on this there, 

it does so against the background of the 3 It does 

not rrerely repeat what the have said but gives it a new .inter-

pretation: God becares field in every 

field including the field of jw,:;tice and righteousness (dr.azrna-Jc:?etrel. 

In the Kuru field stand the sons of Dh;taral;ltra and of Pandu 

spoiling for the fight to settle issues arcong than . They are eagerly 

.:.ooking :"orward to the clash of anns. 'Ihis desire and eagerness and 

e.'q)ectation are brought out to the fore by the yuyutsaval) which is 

the desiderative foD!I of This war, then, springs fran the desire 

of 'mine' and 'thine', f:rcm the fact that there is always the attachnent 

to what is mine . Egoism and desire lead to action (akurvata) 

and the of action dete.Illl:i.nes liberation f:rcm the stream of births 

and deaths. 

'lbus we can see that at the very outset the author of the 

Bhagavadgita raises the rrain problans that he will take up in due course: 
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the problan of action (kai:ma) and of rrorality (dhaDna) , the havoc that 

desire and egoism play in the area of man's interiority and II'Dral decision 

and their dire consecuences for man in pursuit of wisdan and liberation. 

OppOsing az:nies asserrble on the battle-field and then is heard the 

deafening din of drums, and conches w:>rldng ·.,a,rriors into a 

frenzy (1:12-19). Arjuna sees the enemy ranks and takes up his l::Jc:M and 

the war begins (1:20). It is at this dramatic jtmeture that Arjuna 

asks K:n;I)a to halt the chariot and begins to express his doubts concerning 

t."le rrorality of war. Obviously, then, the poan is not to be taken 

literally. 'ltle chariot is a symbol of life and life-situations (1:21) 

and the charioteer, K{Ji!I)a , is the one who teaches the secret doctrine, 

who instructs man on how to fight in dhal:ma-ksetre and on the battle-

ground of life, and who shows how to discriminate between the absolute 

good and evil, dhanna and adhanna, and bondage and liberation. 4 

Desire, the root of all evil, in the w:>rid-view of the Gita -

incidentally this seems to be the influence of Buddhism - begins to get 

erphasis: Jreil are eager to fight 1:22); they are ready for 

war 1:23) . 'lhis eagerness stans fran their wanting to 

please the sons of (seeking to please) 

is again in the desiderative fo= enchoing yuyutsaval_l in the opening verse. 

Arjuna sees his own kith and Jdn amid opposing a=ies; family is 

ranged against family and he is noved to canpassion. 'lhis catpassion is 

not born of concern for humanity as such, but springs fran att:actment to 

self and to his own family. He sees on the field of battle not just 

human beings but his brothers, his uncles, his sons and grandsons, his 

teachers and canrades (1:25-27). All of than are his 

(svajana) and he is disgusted to know that they are spoiling for a fight 
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<yuyutsiin 1:28). "9fl?V' eman svajanan, yuyutsUn samavasthitan" (1:28) 

actually echoes part of the first couplet; both €11'{Jhasize the selfishness 

bom of 'mine' and 'thine' and both have the desiderative foil!\ 

Arjuna. would rather make it appear that it is the lmholy eagerness of his 

people that produces in him dejectJ.on and despair and despondenC'J. 

Behind this manifest utterance lies the hidden but true feeling of his: 

these people are his own peq:.le. What makes him give up the fight is 

not for the !lllll.titudes or love of hunanity, but love of his 

own people. Again we must note that att.acbnent to one's own (svajana) 

was nentioned in the very first couplet <rniimakaJ:tl and this has been 

recurring time and again (1:28, 31, 34, 37, 45). 

Nevertheless, Arjuna. tries to =vinoe that it is thn IICtive 

of selflessness that leads him to abjure war. He says he seeks not 

victory, not kingdan nor things of pleasure. It turns out that this 

rrotive of selflessness is only a masked foil!\ of selfishness . Arjuna 

in his unconscious actually seeks life and kingdcm, wealth and enjoyrrent 

for the sake of his people. 5 cnoe they are wiped out in battle, he 

·Hill have no .Jdequate reason for possessing the things of the earth 

'Ihe love he has for his family and friends and relatives has 

such p::l<l.er aver him that he would not slay them in order to possess the 

three of earth, heaven, and the at:m:lsphere llllCh less for the earth 

(1:35) . Killing relatives be no sweetness and joy (1:36). 

Arjuna cites the IICral rula that there is no right to kill. In his 

case the f ollCMing of the rule is not rrorall y but E!!!Dtionall y grounded . 

Arjuna. maKes himself the measure of things and judges the IICrality or 

i..Irrrorality of an action fran the point of view of his own personal happi-

ness and not fran the objective order of reality (1:37). 
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There are other reasons that Arjuna puts forward for not engaging 

in battle: l) The fact that others hate us intensely is no reason to 

kill them. Should we do so, evil (papam) •NOU!d care to dwell with us. 6 

is the meaning of evil taking shelter with us? Does this killing 

create a negat.l.ve situat::ion, an absence of doir.g the right, a situation 

of 1 sin 1 and radical 1 sinfulness 1 at the root of ontological being? ( 1: 36) . 

BeCause evil will care to dwell with us, ·..,oe have no right to kill (1:37). 

'lhis seens, according to Arjuna, a rroral L-nperative. 2) The mL'lds of the 

sons of are eaten up by greed (lobha) and therefore they 

cannot perceive the wrong-doing of ruining a family 

!gtaml and of betraying friends by breaking their word (mitra-drohe). 

We, on the other hand, are not consurrecJ. by greed that clouds our rroral 

discernrrent; we see that ruining a family is wickedness and hence, we 

should be wise enough to steer clear of this evil action • 

Earlier we saw that dwells; nt:M we see that we can do which 

can be recognized as evil by the intellect. Because we perceive it as 

evil, we can and must turn away fran it. 3) The ruining of the family 

is not only wicked in itself but tne consequences that result fran it 

make the :imtorality of such an action rrore obvious and rrore heinous. The 

whole edifice of the universe is dependent on its various CXJ!l?Clilent parts; 

if we 1:.al!;ler with any part of it,· the whole collapses and instead of a 

cosrros, Wl'l shall have chaos. The destruction of the family does not stop 

with itself, but leads to the collapse of the eternal family laws (kula-

dh.a.rlra sana-canal. When dhanna in which everything is rooted is destroyed, 

then adhaJ:ma engulfs the entire structure and foundation of the family 

and society. The story does not end here. With rise of adhaJ:ma at the 

very heart of the family-structure, the \\Olell no longer follow the 
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regulations conceminq marriage within the va.rQSdha.Iml and thus there if; 

the mixing of castes, and this in tum leads to hell t.he natilers of the 

family and the wreckers of the family-systan. Kula-dha:cma .says who is 

to perform ritual actions and sacrifices. When this is dane away with, 

there is no one to offer to the ancestors who live in heaven (pit::t:-loka) 

food and drink and perfo:cn the rituals. feed the gcds and the 

ancestors in heaven, and the latter in tum give rain to men on earth. 

But this cycle is broken with the destruction of !rula-dhal:ma; the 

ancestors and the gods are cheated out of their rightful share qf ritual 

offerings and they fall into hell (naraka) . 'lhis is the wor.:.d-view that 

Arjuna has heard and accepted. 'lhis world-view has within it a particular 

rrodel in which there is interdependency between kul:1-dha:cma, pi tr-lcka. 

and naraka. Ratoval of one elarent fran this rrodel S!;E!lls disaster for 

the whole rrodel. 'n'.e reason behind the imperativ-e: ''lbou s.'lalt not kill' 

is not unifoma.lly the same for all world-views. In ccmron sense and 

rational ethics it would be rorally wrong to take away anot.'ler' s life 

because every man has a right to his life and no one may tamper ·.rith t.'ti.s 

right. But in Arjuna 's world-view the a.rgunent against killing rests on 

other reasons markedly distinct fran other world-views. Acceptance of 

Arjuna' s world-view in;>lies an i..mperative not to cause even the slightest 

crack in the well-built structure of knla-dha:cma. We cannot, then, 

go ahead and fight in the war which would destroy not only the fabric of 

the civilization, but also the existence of the world of the gods and 

the ancestors. 

4) Earlier we saw that the sons of could not judge 

the gravity of their wrong-doing because they were blinded by greed. 

Arjuna is aware that it is net the love of the good that rotivates people 

to join in battle but lust for pleasure and kingdan (rajya-sukha-lobha 
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1: 45). He has perceived the enonnity of the cr.i.rre of killing (mahat 

p8paffi l<a.rtuil) , has understood that he himself is driven by greed. l:f.is 

enemies were ignorant; but Arjuna is enlightened, he has the self-

understanding of the inner workings of his mind and heart; he possesses 

also the kncMledge of the ultimate consequences of his evil deed. If 

he goes on to fight with such clear p:ll"ception of the !!Oral issues and 

obvious intention of killing, then he would verily be ccmnitting 

The sons of may have an excuse but he has none. 

MJre will be expected of those wtD have oore knaolledge. So Arjuna would 

rather be slain than slay and he lets his weapons slip fran his hands. 

5) 'll1e following argurent not to fight has Ill.lCh less weight than 

the previous one. It is based on gtlrU-bhakti: and DrcJt;ta are 

teachers of great dignity am. hence worthy of respect and reverence. 

Even if they are driven by ambition to enter this battle, Arjuna feels 

that it is not right for him to take up anns against them. It would be 

better to beg f= food than eat the food gotten through killing of one ' s 

own teachers. 7 

In spita of all these argurents that Arjuna can marshal, he 

confesses that his mind is in utter confusion. He does not knc:M what 

is right and wrong and hence approaches for enlightenment as a 

humble disciple: Teach ne dharma (2:4-7). 8 It recalls again the 

opening word of the peen. 

K:n;!J.a' s initial answer to Arjuna' s dilenna is in confonnity with 

Arjuna IIUlSt do his caste-duty of fighting his enanies when 

he is called to do so, othe:cwise he would bring dishonour on himself 

(2:2). 'll1e first ringing in the poem in sharp contrast to 

Arjuna's 'I will not fight' care fran K;-!il}.a : "Play not the eunuch ... 

give up this vile-heartedness. Stand-up, chastiser of your foes! (2:3). 9 
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But the real ail.5INer to Arjuna' s question regarding his proper 

clha.rlla -=res in later verses. K.ff}I}a does not go about rebutting the 

points already made by Arjuna, but presents him with a totally different 

world-view which would serve as a corrective to Arjuna's world-view. 

According to Knn:a , then, at no point in time did we not exist, nor our 

enemies, nor our relatives, and no one shall cease to exist in the future. 

We are all equal! y caught up in the stream of births and deaths - a 

contini.PUS process that reaches a conclusion only with the atta:inlrent of 

liberation. 'Ibe anbodied self because it is enbodied will pass fran 

birth tc old age and death only to be born again with another body. 

When this erobodied self ccrtes into contact with the objects of sense, it 

feels different sensations: heat and cold, pleasure and pain. The 

knowledge of the constitution of the phenanenal reality and its workings 

will convince us that there is nothing to be fei:Plexed about. Feelings 

and sensations and doubts are essentially (anitya) and they are, 

therefore, not to be given undue consideration (2:12-14). 

Wise men are precisely those who have perceived the pennanent beyond 

the With the apperception of the pennanent, they are not 

in any way affected by pleasure or pain, and are unruffled and unshaken. 

They ranain the sarre (sama) amid the changes i."'l the phenarenal sphere, 

acting as though acting not, seeing as though seeing not, and weeping as 

though weeping not. To be the saxre is the quality of the absolute 

Brah!ran and if the wise man is truly wise and confonred t.o the :irmortality 

of Brahman, then he l!UlSt participate in this quality of Brah!ran. He sees, 

therefore, t.'1e saxre in everything (6:29): the saxre in a Brahmin, a a:M and 

an elephant, in a dog and an outcaste (5:18), the sane in success and 

failure (2:48), the saxre in a friend and a foe (6:9). The Lord is the same 
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in all contingent beings and that is why He looks on all with an equal eye. 

'l11e pairs of opoosites like lCNe and hate, attraction and aversion are not 

applicable to Him. ()'lee man gets into vital touch with the At:rnan, the 

etexnal abiding reality in himself and in all contingent beings, he is 

able to survey all contingent beings and events with sameness and 

indifference. 10 

Another argurrent proposed by Kt"soa against Arjuna' s decision not to 

fight is derived fran the rretaphysical conr..epts of being and non-being: 

Being is what IS; non-being is what IS oor. Fran nothing by definition 

there can be no beccming. By definition again, being cannot cease to 

exist. Brahman is Being and whatever is, is because of Brahman. Creatio 

ex nihilo is not anly foreign to this tradition but it would be naive to 

seek to find it in this world-view. Brahman is the warp and woof and the 

weaver of all phencmenal existence. Iri teJ:ms , Brahman 

can be said to be the material and the efficient cause of the entire span 

of existence. 'Ihe whole universe is spun (tatam) by THAT (tat:neuter 

Brahnan). 11 

All realities incliXling roan have at the heart of their 

beings the Self that is Brahman. 'Ihe Self is indestructible and eternal 

(2 :18); it is not born nor does it die; it is everlasting and pr.i.Ireval 

(2:20). Since these are the attributes of the inner Self, Arjuna llU.ISt 

have no scruples about fighting this war. 'Ihe self can neither slay nor 

be slain (2:19); it cannot and does not by its essential nature die when 

the body is slain (2:20). When a man slays, he anly takes <MaY the life 

of the body but cannot touch the living reality itself. Hence the 

ringing catmaild of K:nn;ta: Fight (2:18). If in war one kills one's 

enemies, in vain does one grieve (2:25). If rren do not die in war, they 

will nonetheless die otherwise. Death follows birth and birth 
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follows death. This is the inevitable law of nature and hence, birth and 

death of a:mtingent bemgs =t be accept:ed as ineluctable facts and 

should not be rrcurned over as tragedies. Perception of tragedies .ID 

such instances is based on a false mterpre tation and understarrling of reality. 

This falsity can be raroved once man urxierstands the nature of the ultirnate 

reality of the self in all phenatenal beings. 

enunciated thus far in order to rouse l\rjun.a fran his deep despair and 

awaken him to the reality of things so that he can set aside his qualm; 

of oonscience and go an to fight the war that rrust be fought. 

Because of the situation of war, sate interpreters, according to 

K.N .Upadhyaya , are led to the a:mclusion that the Giti is either for 

war or for peace. He finds Karl H. Potter and K.N. Jayatilleke upholding 

the view that the Gita preaches war and violence. en the a:mtrary 

t1ahatma Gandhi and S. Ra.dhakrishnan resort to an allegorical interpretation 

of lffir. Nataraja Guru, however, tries to underscore the wisdan of the 

while underplaying the background of the battle. Upadhyaya rejects 

all the three view-p:Jints since he believes that the G.lta frowns not on 

righteous war when it is fought with equan:imi ty while doing one 1 s 

svadhanl1a. 12 

My approach to the problem would be textual and phenarenological. 

'Ihe main thrust of Arjun.a 1 s argument in the first chapter aga.IDst participa-

tion in the fratricidal war is that no one has a right to kill, even in a 

just ·war. On purpose and for a weighty reason K:n;"Q.a dces not meet 

his argument head-<Jl'l in the second chapter. 'l1le first chap1:er5, 

as we noted at the outset, are of great importance precisely because 

they put forward a:mtrary \\Urld-views. Arjun.a seems to advance a ccmron 

sense rrorality but actl.lally it is not. His ethics is based on a unique 

world-view whose caTpJnents are Heaven, Hell, and the Earth which are 
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ITD.ltually interdependent. In response, K:n;z:ia does rot waste words 

arguing against Arjuna' s world-view since that would be a futile task. 

A world-view cannot be rejected by rrere argurrent and therefore he offers 

another but nobler one that can supplant Arjuna's. 'Ibis world-view has 

a markedly different interpretation of the nature of reality. You can, 

says Kg;J;la, slay rren in battle because you slay only bodies and not 

the eternal indestructible Self ':hat indwells those bodies. 'Ibis 

rational argurrent, which we shall develop further, is consonant with 

's world-view. 

To explain the notion of this Self, the Gita employs the samJmya 

categories of matter and spirit. 'Ihe Self is in the order of the spirit 

whereas matter is not. In man the Self gets involved in matter and is 

:i.nprisoned by it. '!be only way tD liberation is tD use the material 

part of man in such a way as to rise above and transcend it. Man at the 

level of material nature has a' soul' (buddhi); dis=sive intellect (manas) 

and the senses (indriya). 'Ihe self cannot act of itself, but acts, so 

to say, through the psychosanatic structure (5:13 ff). 'Ihe self, the 

principle of ur.:.l:y in man, is cojoined to this psychosanatic struct-ure 

and undergoes experiences and eventually undergoes birth and death. 'Ihe 

self participates in the action of the total man through buddhi which has 

the closest affinity to the self. '!be self can oontrol the intellect 

and the senses through buddhi and thus it can reach recollection. 

overccne dispersion and attain concentration and eventually liberation. 

It is up tD the self to seek liberation or l:xmdage, to be a frieOO. or foe 

unto itself (6:5). 

1-Drality, then, belongs not to the sphere of the self but to that 

of the bio-psyc:hophysical organism and it is essentially of the order of 
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nature and not of the spirit. Man 1 s material nature is ll'ade up of 

three oonstituents known as sattva (goodness), rajas (passion and 

energy) and tamas (dullness). These constituents are also borrowed fn:rn 

the philosophy but better enunciated in the Gita. 13 

Man is bound to act a=rding to one of the consti-cuents. Arjuna 

belongs to the ruling class in whcrn the quality of rajas predaninate.s 

and he must act according to his nature. This is the second argurrent 

that KHI)a puts forward .i."l order to induce 1\rjuna to participate in 

the war. 'Ihe first argurrent dealt with the ultimate reality of the Self 

and the distinction betloJeen the eternal Self and the etpirical body in 

which the Self is enbodied. 'Ihe second argurent is based on the necessity 

of doing one 1 s caste-duty in order to preserve the =r ld-order. 

Arjuna had spoken of his fear that taking part in the war =uld 

unleash untold harm on )ruladhaxm:l and evil =uld care to d\.vell with them 

(1:36-40). Krishna takes up the same issue and says that for a warrior 

to fight is not against dhaxm:l but in hamcny with it (dhal:myadl; war is 

just for warrior-class .-md leads to paradise. It is only when Arjuna does 

not fight that evil will care to dwell w1.t.h him; by renounding duty and 

honor, he will bring pawem upon himself (2:31-33). : t. is puzzling that 

K;-;;l]a iilso brings in the rrotive of dishonor and shane that ·.,ill follow 

in the wake oi Arjuna 1 s refusal to fight: He will appear contemptible in 

the sight of rren; he will fall in their esteem; his prowess will be in 

doubt (2:34-36). Whatever the outcare of war, says , Arjuna has 

nothing to lose since death will bring him the joys of !Jaradise and 

victory the enjoyrrent of the earth (2:37). 

So far KHl]a seems to have spoken against the background of the 

impending war, and this probably accounts for his holding up before Arjuna 
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the rroti ve of shalre and dishonor. But as the poan (2:38 ff), 

we see that the overtones of war vanish yielding place to 

tne war that takes place in the hearts of rren. To fight this war, 

mc"lil rrust be yoked and get ready for it yujyasva) . Here 

is used in the secular sense of being prepared for sarething (2:38), but 

fran the very next verse orr..ards it will take on different rreanings on 
14 the nature and practice a process by which man 

achieves control over his senses and mind and reaches what is rrost real 

in him - the self - and this is the process by which man overc::ares 

dispersion and disintegration and achieves ccncentration and integration 

in the imnaterial, eternal Self. The dispersion of man starts fran the 

senses which are attracted by and attached to sense-objects and this 

festering attachrrent affects in turn the mind and buddh.i (3:40-42). 

Hence the yogic process nrust begin with the control of the senses and 

attain concentration in the self. The word ' Cl:lncentration' here rreans 

rrore than just an exclusive application of the mind to an object; it 

rreans to bring to a single point, to a lmity without dispersion, to 

bring the whole bio-psychopl.ysical organism to its true center ( con+centrum) 

which is the self. ·rn this state man reaches sarreness and indifference. 

Through Bhakti too man can reach the sane state of integration. 

What is dana"lded by this bhakti marga is that we offer up not only our 

acts of piety and religiosity but all our ordinal:y secular actions in 

our life such as eating and drinking. The devotion to God touches man's 

intentionality, and this intentionality in turn affects his rroral actions. 

That is why I!Ulkti through bhakti is possible even for a v.anan, vaiSya 

and §dra (9:26-32). The bhakta's mind, prostrations, loving service and 

sacrificial acts are all directed to the Lord and he is thus integrated 
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in potency to be<xJ're the self, rather the self is in man and it is hidden 

and unknown to man wall.owinq in the sensual and the 'lbis 

self IIUSt be uncovered and thus discovered. In this process of knowing 

the self, the bio-psychophysical organism is made use of and transcended, 

but it has no part to play once the realization of the self bec:ares a 

reality. 

In the context of what \ole have said so far about the dichotany of 

the self and the bio-psychophysical organism, \ole shall the 

conception of evil in the Gita. Arjuna in the very first chap:j:er speaks 

of <XDring to dwell with his family as the result of killing his 

enemies in battle. 'Ire slaughter creates a situation of evil and this 

is (1:36). To destroy kula-dhal:ma is wickedness To 

break one's word of honour is a crine (pitakam) (1:38-39), Patakam 

involves injury to a friend or relative. Fran Arjuna 's words \ole can 

oonclude that it is possible to turn away fran pioam (1:39). This means 

that one can recognize it and that is \olhy it is possible to steer clear 

of it. To wreck the family laws is again teDred evil (1:43). 

Killing, says Arjuna finally, is mahat eaoam (1:45). 

Krishna leads Arjuna into the mystery of reality and the secret of 

how to right yet be untouched by it. Pain and pleasure, 

and gain, defeat and victory are pairs of opposites only to the 'natural' 

man and not the enlightened. Transcend \ole rrust this world of opposites 

and then every quality, positive or negative, will be the sane e."<actly 

as Bra.h!lan is the sarre. Having transcended the pairs of opposites 

Arjuna can fight without bringing oaoam on himself wnat was 

acoording to 1\rjuna is no longer acoording to Krishna. 
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(yuktva) and at that stage attains to the lDrd (9:34). 

rnarga if pursued relentlessly can also lead to l!U.Ikti • 

.'lan is constituted by the three constituents of sattva, rajas and tamas 

and because of such a constitution he cannot escape action. But action 

binds and rebirth follows death in a never ending stream. 'Ib cut the 

chain of this continuous cycle, action JruSt be rendered powerless. 'lbe 

way to rarove the ' sting' fran action is to perform action with 

detachlrent fran the fruits of action and fran the rrotive of gain and 

profit. '!bus man rises above the sense of 'mine' , does not attribute 

actions to himself but thinks that 'constituents 011 constituents act' (3:28). 

This practice of detachrrent leads him to the 'fixed, still state of 

Brahman' (2: 72) - state beyond good and evil in which the law of kanta 

cannot function. 

The Gita upholds a world-view in which there is a dicb:ltany between 

the self and the bio-psychophysical organism in man. 'lbe three 

show man how to use and transcend the rcaterial organism in order to reach 

the self. In this world-view there is process only in the sphere of 

the bio-psychophysical organism; there is no question of man becaning the 

self since becaning implies a process, a tenninus a teJ:minus ad 

ond a subject perduring through the transfor:mation; rather man can 

be said to discover the tJ::ue self through yogic concentration and integration, 

loving devotion to God and passionless selfless action. In scholastic 

categories, the self 'NOUld be actus and at the very core of man lies 

this actus and the whole rroral process consists, so to say, in uncovering 

this self. Ecstasy is of no avail in this process since it :inplies 

'standing out of oneself'. Rather "Ne JruSt enter into ourselves and 

eKperienoe 'enstasy'. Man does not bea:tle the self but is the self. 

'lbe child is in potency to bea:tle an adult but man is not in the sane way 
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Control of buddhi, the noblest part in man' s bio-psychophysical 

organism, will protect man fran the great fear (!Mhato bhayat 2:40). 

This great fear is the fear of the stream of births and deaths. Is 

there not a connection bet:\o.een papam of Arjuna and the !Mhato 

Is not the great peril of rebirth 'Nhich makes 

liberation ilq;ossible? Is not the great evil being bound by the chains 

of phenatenal existence? Being bound by time and space, encapsulated 

in a Jxxiy - is not this the deep rooted abiding 'sinful' condition of 

human existence? For those who have gcae beyood the pairs of opp:>sites, 

who without attac:l'lrrent, who are steadfast in loving and 

the Lord, there is no l!Cre (7:28, 4:36). 

Hew does it care about that man does though he is 

unwilling (3:36)? is a expression. To understand how 

man does paoam, one ltlJSt understand the bio-psycrophysical organism of 

man. Man sees the pherorenal and takes it as real and therefore 

hankers after the sense-<lbjects. 

'!his desire for sense-objects is the root of all evil. Hence the 

ccmnand of to strike down the evil thing The senses 

are said to be (3:41). It is through the senses that one gets 

into touch with the E!Illirical and through this contact with t.'le 

desire (k.ina) is bom (2:62-63). Desire leads to the miEtaken 

notion of ' I' ness and to rebirth and hence, desire is said to be rraha:-

(3:37). PaeM is anadjective here is an adjective 

as well as a substantive. Both are quite often translated by Indians 

and non-Indian scholars as sin and evil. But these especially 

the 'sin' , as they occur in c::amcn parlance or in technical 

theological language have totally different rreanings. Sin and evil 
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evoke in a Christian arotions and feelings that are caupletely foreign to 

the mind of the author of the Gita. Papam is a netaphysical and not a 

psychological concept. No:: is it a 110ral concept. Is it the reason 

why we do not find in the Gita any trace of guilt or guilt-feelings? 

rs this the reason why sorrcM for sin does not =, why retribution and 

r eparation for sin make no sense since nature itself avenges the wrongdoer, , 

why there is only an avata:I:a to right the wrong but no incarnate saviour 

with a = of thorns? 

When man functions in the world, he does so through his bio-psychophysical 

organism. 'lhe Gita realizes that action is ineluctable for him in his 

anbodied state and hence, rejects the trerrl of ren=iation of 

action. 'lhere are two ways in which action can be perfoz:med: a) with 

attachrrent to action b) without attachrent to action and the fruit of 

action. The latter type of action does not bind and kama is 

to initiate the cycle of rebirth. 

We l!UlSt further examine the structure and inplications of action 

with passion and attachment. The self by definition cannot act. 

is at the root of action is the part of man - his bio-psycOOphysical 

organism. Man has different needs and urges and accordingly perfoil!lS 

actions: I am hungry, I want pleasure, I make sacrifices, I do my caste-

duty. 'lhe ' I' in all these st"..at.euents is the phenatenal ego and not 

the self. If man is not aware of this vital distinction and falsely 

identi!ies the 'I' with his real self and thinks and affil:rns that the 'I' 

is the real karti (agent) , then he caoes under the law of Jr.arma and the 

s tream of birth and death. His action whether good or bad binds and he 

will be born again after his sojourn in heaven or hell which is deteJ:mined 

according to good and evil deeds. Good deeds of themsleves do !lOt lead 
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him to liberation and a life of good deeds only leads to a periodic stay 

in Action must be followed by a reaction either in heaven or hell. 

In this ....orld-view there is no hint of good deeds perfecting IT'an and it 

cannot be so for the reasori mentioned above. Because Indian ethics 

"is cosmic-biological, the inevitable consequence is that every action is 

bound to its due reaction. Neither 'good' nor 'bad' therefore is an 

ultimate canon in India's natural, in the sense of ethically indifferent, 

Philosophy" . 15 

Such a st:and might be puzzling to us if we do not take into 'aCCOllllt 

the oonc:eption of man in the Gita. Both good and evil occur in the 

biopsychophysical sphere of man and do not and cannot touch the self. 

Hence the effects of good and evil cannot transcend this material enpirical 

level. In the perfonnance of both good and evil, man identifies himself 

with the phenarenal ego and it is this identification that leads him to 

rebirth. If in the final analysis the perfonnance of bot.'1 good and evil 

has the sane effect of caning to birth again, we are constrained to ask 

not only where the distinction lies between than but also what the purpose 

of doing good is. For those who go beyond pragmatic values, good has a 

value in itself and is its own self-justification even though perfonnance 

of the good does not lead to liberation. This does not fully answer our 

question and so 1\e. shall proceed further. 

Is good action the result of sattva quality (2:45, 14:5, 6, 9, 11, 14, 

16, 17, lB)? If it is so, then those in \¥han rajas and tamas predatoinate 

cannot do good. But then know that all actions consist of the three 

qualities or constituents but one arrong than predaninates. There is, 

the problan of language. In Sanskrit we find different ·Nerds 

which are translated as good action: sulqta. Puoya is 
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which is the result of good action. can rrean good works or works 

1-1ell done. Vklrk that is well done consists of sattva quality and that 

is why it leads to joy <sukha> anc1 wisdan <jnana> <14:9, 16>. aramu.ns 
are not t:bose who are born into a jati but are t:bose in whcm sattva 

quality preclaninat.es and whose actions are derived fran it whereas the 

actions of others have their origin in rajas and taires and hence, they 

participate in t:bose qualities which lead than not to joy and wisdan but 

to suffering (dul;lkha) and i gnorance (ajnana). 'nle suffering referred 

to is not physical pain but suffering arising fran the stream of rebirths. 

Is it possible, then, for all classes to do good deeds? 

PeOple irrespective of the caste they belong to can perfoD!I their 

duties well; dcinq their duties well is nothing else except good works. 

But then we rra.y ask whether the predaninant influence of tanas and 

rajas -would rra.ke it impossible for them to perfoD!I good works. 'nle 

answer seens to lie in the conception of svadharma: Each one irrespective 

of the quality he possesses has a duty to perfoD!I in society and for 

the sake of the society so that it rra.y function according to its proper 

rhythm and order (rta) and rest supported by the law of righteousness 

(dha.Dia). It is possible for all classes of people to carry <XJt their 

svadhaJ:ma well and this is precisely what constitutes done 

Everyt:inE the dces his svadhaD!Ia well, the density, so 

to say, of the sattva quality in him increases. '!his is an ardoous and 

lang process spanning many possible lives spent on earth. 'lbrough this 

process man will ascend frau the lowest taires to the highest sattva. 

Hence it is wise to abide by one' s svadhama. '!be Iord hin5elf is 

the aut:bor of vamadharma and the creator of the constituents that i s 

at the foundation of the four-fold caste system (4:13). 'nle Gita says 

that it is better to perfODII one's own duty even if it is without nerit 
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, 
than to undertake another's (paradhama) • It is better to die doing one's 

own duty (3:35). 'rtle same lesson is again driven hane in the final chapter. 

(18:47). 

Why is it better to do one's own duty than another's well? Why is 

it so even if there is no rrerit? Why is it that a man should do his 

duty even though it is defective (sadofiam)? Where liE'.s this defect? 

It is conceivable that a man may be fitted to do another's duty well. 

To seek to do another' s duty is to be under the influence of desire, 

the root of all evil and the cause of continued pherx:lrenal existence. 

One's own duty rray be defective in so far as it does not correspond to 

one's gifts, yet in the ultimate analysis what counts is that we do our 

work without attachirent and without seeking the fruits thereof. After 

all in this world there is the risk of every enterprise being vitiated 

by defects (18:48). 

There is still another reason for man to do his own duty. Human 

action belongs to the bio-psychophysical organisn and to man's phenaienal 

nature (svabhava) . A man may think he is able to perfoon another's duty 

well, but there is the probldll of certitude about it. Is it not, <:.."len, 

better to follOW' in doubt the safer rule of svadha:cma ordained by birth 

and circumstances of life? 

Besides God is the author of the caste-systsn and hence to subject 

oneself to the observance of this systen is to be subject to God, to 

do His will known through one' s birth and station in life, and thus attain 

perfection (siddhi 3:30, U:6, 18:46). Liberation is equally within the 

reach of all whatever one's caste may be. It is not :iroportant what one's 

svadha:cma is but what is of paranount inportance is how one perfoDttS it. 

What is needed is the proper perspective with regard to the hierarchy 

of values. 
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The Gita accepts the Upani!!!adic assertion that the whole COSI!OS 

including man tends towards t."le one reality (sat) which is the self. 

Man is part of the COSI!OS and is under the same laws as the rest of it. 

The physical laws of energy and balance of energy are applicable to both. 

What man gains in tenns of spiritual vitality, he loses proportionately 

in tenns of physical strength. The Brahmin is pure and recollected and 

tranquil whereas the prince and the warrior are bent on physical action 

(18:41-44). There is not only a balance in an individual but also in 

society and the balance in nature can be seen in society. The caste-systan 

does not illply superiority and inferiority but a CQllllex organism 

functioning with balance. What man =t do is within his nature, in 

his 'biology' . 16 Karma is not ethics in the -stein sense of the 'NOrd 

but it belongs to "purely biological ethics, revealed in the inviolable 

law of cause and effect, and illposing on the individual a super-perscnal 

responsibility towards both the future and the ·coSI!OS" •17 Biological laws 

are so deeply ingrained in man that he cannot free himself fran their 

p::l'N& and catpUl.sion: 

But if, relying on your ego, you should think, ' I will 
not fight', vain is your resolve, for Nature will 
constrain you. You are bound by your own 'NOrlcs which 
spring fran your own nature; for what, deluded, you 
would not do you will do perforce. (18:59-60) 

But as - have noted earlier, the Gita introduces the elerrent of 

bhakti into this biological ethics and raises it to subliire level by 

making God its author and supporter (4:13). 

S.K. BelvalJcar finds in the text of the Gita a great attarpt at 

a momentous cornprcmise (2:39, 5:2-5, 6:1-4, 7:17, 7:21-22, 9:23,25, 

12:3-4, 18:54) and he sw:mises that this took place in order to ward off 

sana uncxmtDil danger threatening the whole society. 18 
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'!he Bhagavadgita can then be understood as an effort 
Cl1 a great scale put forth by the older _$rauta religion 
with its institutions of Yajna ai¥3 to hold 
i ts own and to stem the gatr.ering tide of heretic and 
agoostic speculations . QU.y so we can unclerstarxl the 

laid by the B.G. upon svadhal:rna or 
Sa.Stravihitakanran, when the Author probably knew full 
well that the voice of revolt had already been raised 
against all those 'SMtric' institutions. 19 

Conclusion: rray nt:M derive sare conclusions fran our brief 

analysis of ethics in the Gita. 

1) When Arjuna accepts unconditionally "1'hou shalt not kill 1 
, he seatS 

to be accepting a camon-sense norality. "It is generally thought. that 

camon-sense is practical ... All its propositions have to be proved so 

rrany tir.1es before they can becare unquestionable, i.e. traditional. 

When they becare traditional they gain oracular authority. • . But the 

point is that ccmron-sense can never teach itself, can never advance 

beyond its own limits, for as soan as the lack of fundaltental learning 

has been made good, all itans becare questionable and the whole function 

of ccmron-sense is destroyed." 20 But Arjuna' s norality is not of rrere 

ccmron-sense; it is built an the philosophical 

naraka and the earth which are interdependent. 

2) 1 s refutation of Arjuna is based an another and 

another interpretatian of reality: In this rran does not 

perfect himself by noral action and noral process only uncovers and 

discovers the real self within the depths of his own being. 'nlerefore 

we can say that the of the Gita can be said to be anthropocentric 

in the nost profound sense. 

3) Since norality belongs to the bio-psychophysical structure of man, 

it can only lead to svarga and naraka but cannot lead to liberation. 

Hence the need to transcend both good and evil. 
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4) We transcendence of good and evil is possible when the self is 

able to look upon everything with sarreness and indifference and says: 

constituents an constituents act. 

5) The words 'good and evil, sin and nature' have totally different 

rreanings and theological implications depending upon the world-view in 

which they are found. 

We must, finally, make an attatpt at isolating the timeless content 

fran the t:llre-bourrl world-view. Passionless selfless action tending to 

lokasal;qraha has in itself a value irrespective of the world-view in 

which it is fo:rrnulated. But is this possible in principle? 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

See Franklin F.dgerton, 'lhe BbagaVad Gita (cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard university Press, l952) , p. 7. 
See R.C. Zaehner, The Gita (L<rda1: Oxford university 
Press, 1969), p.l20. J. Bahm does have extensive cc:mrent 
on the first chapter in Appendix I under the title "'lhe Historical-
Dramatic setting" and seems to agree with s. Radhakrishnan' s 
statarent that the final solution of : "Be not anxious" is 

important than the dramatic setting. See Bahm, The Bhagavad 
Gita !Ba.!_t)a_y: 1970), pp. 17-18, 141-149. "Since the !?hllosophy 
of the Gita is what inte.rest.s rrost, we relegate description of 
the dramatic setting, with its of strange narres, to 
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5. Inordinate love o.f one 1 s own people is still a trark.ed feature of 
our people in India. Marri.age-o.lstans will bring this out to the 
fore. With sore e."<tleptions rren and \oOI'ell continue to :rarry within 
the caste as a rule and marriage between first CXlUSins even in the 
Christian Churches is not that rare a phenarenon. When a girl 
marries, she mu-riBs a whole family and not just her hus.band. Love 
of one 1 s family and caste is only an extended form of self-love 
and selfishness. 

6. Even Hindu scholars like s. K. Bel valkar and s. Radhakrishnan tem 
to as sin, and p.ltakam as guilt. 

7. Arjuna 1 s despondency is not quite characteristic of him. A few 
days before the battle he had i!ctuallY sent a tough note to 
Duryodhana wam.ing him that Bhisma 'NOUld be the first victim in 
the war. See S .K. Belval.Jcar, The (Poona: The 
Bilva-K\Jnja Publishing fblse, 1943), pp. nv- xv. 

5. In 2 :7 Arjuna is willing to learn f ran whereas in verse 9, 
he E!!'¢atically says: I will not fight. Could verse 7, then, 
be an interpolation? 

9. The translation is fran Zaehner, The Bhagavadgita, p. 122. 
10. See Ibid, pp. 126-127. 
11. Ibid, p. 130. 
12. See K.N. Upadhyaya, '"Ibe Bhagavad Giti on war and Peace" 

PhilOsophY East and West XIX (1969): 159-169. 
13. See Zaehner, The Bhagavad Giti, pp. 10-15. 
14. See Ibid, pp. 138 ff. 
15. Betty Heinann, Indian and Western PhilosophY (I.Dndon: 1937), p. 72. 
16. See Ibid, pp. 64-70. 
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18. See Belvulkar, The Bhaplvadgi:ta, pp. l..xxxiv-v. 
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20. John Berger, A Fortunate Man (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
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